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The Ultimate Outdoor Living Space
Ah, the great outdoors. Oh, how we Canadians yearn for Summer!

Imagine all the comforts of your living room and kitchen – the lounging, the entertainment, the dining, the
cooking – all outside. At Ultimate Renovations we can make that happen.
An outdoor living space is more than just a deck. These covered terraces allow you to enjoy the
wonderful outdoors with all the comforts of being inside. Whether you’re entertaining dinner guest,
throwing a party, or just sitting back reading a book, the choice is yours in this luxurious abode
Your dinner guests will admire the coziness of your outdoor fireplace; its beauty encased in stone. Your
party guest will applaud the architecture of the outdoor bar area; it’s granite counter sparkling like
diamonds. While you lay on your chaise lounge staring at your vaulted ceiling, shading you from the
summer sun, it reminds you of a cottage getaway on a lake.
Don’t feel like your outdoor living space is only for the warm seasons. Our professional designers can
position space heaters and fireplaces to allow you to enjoy your outdoor sanctuary at the first sight of
spring and well into the autumn months.
Our outdoor living spaces come with a variety of features fit for your choosing:
• Fireplaces – your choice of gas or wood
• Stone countertops
• Entertainment units – incognito electrical to hide all those pesky wires
• Ceiling hung Space heaters – to give you space and radiate heat for the cooler days and nights
• Ceiling fans
• Partition screens
• Partition shades – control your shading
• Bar fridge
• Barbecues
Here at Ultimate Renovations, we use the luxurious exotic wood known as batu provided by KAYU
Canada. The first thing you will notice is the striking red colour. Batu isn’t just used for its contrast, it’s
also extremely durable.
We use batu for rafters in our outdoor living spaces. This way you can see the professional craftsmanship
that goes into the structure, because at Ultimate Renovations we have nothing to hide.
When your neighbours see this lovely addition to your home, you will surely be the envy of the
neighbourhood. You’ll be the talk amongst your friends and family. Everyone will enjoy your outdoor living
lifestyle.
Contact us and check our links below so we can work on The Ultimate Outdoor Living Space for you!
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